
Local first software Our contribution (PEEPUL)

Methodology

IMPORTANT!

Conclusion
  let merge ~lca ~v1 ~v2 =
     (lca ∩ v1 ∩ v2) (* unmodified
                                          elements *)
     ∪ (v1 - lca) (* added in v1 *)
     ∪ (v2 - lca) (* added in v2 *)

Composing IRC style group chat

Ongoing work
Observed Remove Set MRDT

Mergeable Replicated Data Types (MRDTs)

Motivating example

Verification approach Verification effort

Proving data type implementations correct
   1. Verifying operations   2. Verifying merge 

  3. Implementation satisfying the specification

   4. Convergence

OR-Set - add wins when there is concurrent add and
remove of the same element

MRDTs - Inspired by Distributed Version Control
Systems like Git
3-way merge uses the two versions to be merged
and the lowest common ancestor (LCA) where the
versions branched off
Sequential data types + 3-way merge = replicated 

       data type!
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   {} ∪ ({1} - {1}) ∪ ({} - {1})
= {} ∪ {} ∪ {}
= {} (expected {1}) 

Convergence is not sufficient

Intent is not preserved

IRC app state is constructed 
by instantiating a generic map 
with a mergeable log
The proof of correctness of 
chat application directly 
follows from composition

Verifying MRDTs with reference sequential type and 
light-weight ordering constraint
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PEEPUL - Certified MRDTs
An F* library implementing and proving
MRDTs
Specification language is event-based
Replication-aware simulation to connect
specification with implementation

Specification

                                Simulation relation
  (connects abstract state with the concrete state)
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